Introduction
In the development of housing and residences, the availability of land is an important thing.
The availability of land is important to build certain houses and flats. There will not be any problems in building the construction of house based on the demands of the developer, whether it will be constructed horizontally or vertically. Along with the population growth and the necessity of housing in a widening scale, the availability of land is relatively decreasing instead. Thus, a vertical housing model is made in the form of flats to minimize the use of land. The article 1(1) of Flats Act defines flat as a multi-level buildings constructed in an environment divided into sections of horizontal and vertical functional structures, and are units that each can be owned and used separately, especially for shelter equipped with shared segments, goods, and grounds. In its Elucidation, Flats, as designated in the Law, shall be a term that provides a legal sense which is multi-level buildings that always contain a system of There are a lot of terms for multi-level buildings category used for housing such as apartment and condominium.
The apartment was often used by developers to marketized their flats. The Indonesian
Official Dictionary defines apartment as a residence contains living room, bedroom, bathroom, kitchen and others in a single floor of a multi-level building, which also has various facilities such as pool, gym, grocery, etc.
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The object of flat unit ownership besides individual ownership units is also includes shared segment, goods, and grounds. Therefore, whether it is individual or collective ownership, it still considered as one entity. However, the term of condominium, according to the Indonesian Official Dictionary, is collective ownership (in sociological aspect); as a regional which managed together (in political aspect); and as a major, luxurious, multi-level buildings which rented or equated to the definition of apartment. 4 According to Legal Analysis and Evaluation Team on Legal Standing of Ownership Certificate of Flat Units, condominium could be defined as a sectioned ownership system of a building; each is a segmented unit which can be owned individually and other parts of the condominium also available to be owned collectively. 5 The term of condominium is, etymologically, based on two words, "co" from collective and "dominium" means ownership. Therefore, condominium is a kind of collective ownership.
Flat units can be owned individually or by other legal entity such as corporate to the extent that the legal subject has fulfilled the requirement of being an owner. The ownership of strata title of flat units only applied to the single unit and not including other parts in the flat in the sense of territorial aspect. 6 The characteristic of the ownership, individual or collective, demands a foundation of the resident union. As for flat units is a single ownership, and collective rights
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Research Method
In writing this law article, the researcher used normative juridical approach. Juridical is related to the way of analyzing related lawful principles and bases to this research, while the "normative" is lawful research based on the literature review or secondary data research coping the lawful bases, rules, and convention. So, the normative juridical approach uses the research approach based on Law problems in which one law is related to another law and its application.
In the data source of this article writing, the researcher used secondary data, consist of primary law materials, secondary law materials, and tertiary law materials, such as: 2) Secondary Law Material is the law which is related to primary law and can help in analyzing and understanding the primary law, such as civil law book, scientific papers, and any other things related to flats.
3) Tertiary Law Materials is the material giving information about primary and secondary law materials, from Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia (KBBI)/ Indonesian Dictionary.
Findings and Discussions

Lawful Effects to Commercial Flats Owners who Do Not Facilitate the Creation of Flats Unit Owners and Residences Association
Public flats with individual ownership can be managed by the owner or collectives which can be used and managed together since it has the necessity of many residences. The If a person deliberately caused damage or loss to others, then the active trait of the "illegitimate" clause appeared. Otherwise, the meaning of passive trait in torts would appear if a person deliberately did not act or merely leave in something happened even though its contrary to his obligation to do such act to prevent somebody losses. Therefore, the aspect of "against the law" could be applied. This passive trait was designated in Indonesian Civil
Code article 1565, asserts that "every person obliges not only to the loss due to his/her deeds but also to his/her omission to act or imprudence." Those two articles underline that torts law not merely encompass the deed but also negligence. According to article 1365, torts must satisfy these elements, such as :
1) There are deeds that were done
2) The deed violated the law
3) The deed violated other person rights that lawfully guaranteed 4) The deed was contrary to the doer's lawful obligation 5) The deed was contrary to the doer's ethical obligation 6) The deed was contradicted to social interest 
Conclusion
Based on the findings and discussion, it can be concluded that the regulation of Law 
